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NCX Overview — The National Carrier Exchange (NCX) is a free nationwide Dispatch, Tracking, 
Operations and Management platform for Freight Carriers. NCX provides numerous functions to 
help increase Carrier efficiency, including  continuous tracking of the exact locations of all their 
trucks, scheduling and assigning work electronically to drivers, monitoring loads from pickup to 
delivery and much more. Carriers using NCX can improve customer service to their clients by 
providing free tracking numbers to Shippers and Receivers. Instant Proof of Delivery is also 
provided through photos of the signed Bill of Lading. NCX’s Instant Proof of Delivery enables 
Shippers to invoice their customers more rapidly, accelerating their own cash cycle. 
 
Company Background: 
 

 NCX was founded in 2014 in Los Angeles, CA. 

 Founded by Industry experts in the Shipping and Technology space for over 15 years. 

 NCX provides Full-Featured Fleet Management, Dispatch and Operations tools, including 
a Dispatcher Dashboard, live minute-by-minute Truck Tracking, a Load Planning 
Calendar, Electronic Invoicing and Instant Delivery Confirmation.  

 The NCX Android Mobile App for Drivers is currently available in the Google Play Store 
(over 90% of Truck Drivers use Android devices). 

 In Q2 2016, NCX will also be releasing an iPhone/iPad version of the Driver App. 

 
 

Mission Statement: 
 
NCX’s mission is to eliminate constant interruptions and wasteful phone calls in order to free up 
Fleet Dispatchers’ precious time. NCX allows Motor Carrier Dispatchers to manage their entire 
fleet through a comprehensive Web platform and free mobile apps for Drivers. With NCX, Carriers 
can spend fewer hours chasing after their fleet – and more on growing the business. 
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The National Carrier Exchange Difference 

 Full Location Awareness - gives Carrier Managers and Dispatchers ability to 
instantly see the location and status of all of the company’s Drivers, at any given 
time, on a live map display that updates as they travel. No need to constantly call 
Drivers to check on their location or status, or to pay for expensive GPS tracking 
systems to be installed in each truck. 

 Free Tracking Numbers - generated for each load being hauled that can be 
provided to customers, allowing them to know the exact location of the incoming 
truck at any time. No more customers constantly calling to ask where their truck is! 

 Instant Delivery Confirmation - allowing Carriers to instantly send a copy of the 
proof of delivery out to their customer or factor.  Get paid that much faster! 

 Load Calendar - that allows Dispatchers and Managers to plan out and schedule 
work weeks or even months in advance for each of their Drivers. 

 Electronic Invoicing - allowing Carriers to keep a chart of accounts and generate 
professional-looking invoices for their clients. By tracking expenses and income 
online, Carriers can get real insight into their bottom line. 

 Carrier Adoption - NCX can be used by any size Carrier, from single Owner-
Operators on up to large Carriers with hundreds of trucks on the road. It is free for 
everyone to use, regardless of their size! 

 Saves Money - Carriers can use all of NCX's features for free – unlike other 
Tracking software companies that charge fees for just one benefit, like Tracking.  

 Growing Businesses - Carriers can use NCX to run and grow their business. All of 
the features and benefits of the NCX platform make it a powerful daily workflow tool. 

 NCX Users - Are two distinct groups of people – Dispatchers and Company 
Drivers. Dispatchers access and use NCX from desktops directly over the Internet 
using any Web Browser, while the Drivers use a free dedicated App on their mobile 
phones, through which they receive load assignments and submit progress updates 
on their daily tasks. 
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